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Abstract. This paper presents an approach for collaborative project
management. The focus is on the support of collaboration, communication and
trust. Several project management tools exist for monitoring and control the
performance of project tasks. However, support of important intangible assets is
more difficult to find. In the paper a leadership approach is identified as a
management means and the use of new IT technology, especially social media
for support of leadership in project management is discussed.
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1 Introduction
Today, many business activities are performed as collaboration in networks.
Dispersed partners come together to perform a specific task. Also projects consist of
partners from a wide variety of organizations collaborating towards a common goal,
despite of different background, culture and business behavior. The success of the
project depends heavily on the collaborative performance. Project management
consists to a large extent of the support and guidance for collaboration. In a
distributed environment, the project management needs support from services for
monitoring status and performance and for implementation of own actions.
A collaborative and distributed project has common features with a Virtual
Organization, for which the operation and management support has been of interest in
research recently [1]. This paper deals with the alignment of the partners’ activities
towards a common aim through “shared working practices” and “delegated and
participatory project execution”. It presents previous results achieved for management
of distributed organizations (Virtual Organizations) and further development of these
ones towards collaborative project management and leadership support.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce some basic concepts and
definitions in chapter 2 and the characteristics of collaborative project management,
especially focusing on intangible assets of collaboration. In chapter 3, available IT
support and the use of social media approaches for supporting collaboration in project
management is discussed briefly. Chapter 4 outlines the application of services based
on the combination of leadership management supported by social media based tools.
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2 Collaborative Project Management

2.1 Concepts
An early definition of management was given by Mary Parker Follett in the early
twentieth century: "the art of getting things done through people" [2]. Other
definitions consider the management to deal with “directing and controlling a group
of one or more people or entities for the purpose of coordinating and harmonizing
them towards accomplishing a goal”. The management can consist of several
dimensions, like human, financial, technological, resources etc.
Project Management is the discipline of planning, organizing, and managing
resources to bring a successful completion of specific project goals and objectives.
The primary challenge of project management is to achieve all of the project goals
and objectives while adhering to classic project constraints—usually scope, quality,
time and budget. The secondary—and more ambitious—challenge is to optimize the
allocation and integration of inputs necessary to meet pre-defined objectives.
The Project Management Institute (www.pmi.org) has made a considerable work in
collecting the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®). The PMBOK®
Guide, one of the results, is an internationally recognized standard (IEEE Std 14902003) that provides the fundamentals of project management, as they apply to a wide
range of projects. The PMBOK® Guide is process-based. It describes work as being
accomplished by processes. The approach is consistent with other management
standards such as ISO 9000 and the Software Engineering Institute's CMMI.
Another recognized body supporting the advancement of project management is
The International Project Management Association, IPMA (http://www.ipma.ch),
which is a world leading non-profit making project management organization. It
certifies project managers, awards successful project teams and researchers, and
provides a number of project management publications. IPMA also arranges the
yearly World Congress on project management. IPMA E&T Board has collected
recommended literature in the project management area. Some publications also cover
collaborative project management [3, 4, 5].
The discipline of project management is well established and much good and
relevant material is available. However, the focus is mainly on the management of
project within a single enterprise and not for the management of dynamic
collaborative projects. Despite of this fact, the large body of knowledge in the area
can be used and extended to the complex domain of dynamic collaborative project
management.
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2.2 Collaborative Project Management
The term collaboration has been defined e.g. by Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh
as “a process in which entities share information, resources and responsibilities to
jointly plan, implement, and evaluate a program of activities to achieve a common
goal” [6]. The concept is derived from the Latin “collaborare” meaning “to work
together” and refers to mutual engagement of participants to achieve the aims,
indicating a close integration between the parties. Collaborative Project Management
can be interpreted in two ways
• Management of Collaborative Projects,
• Collaborative Management of Projects
Collaborative Management of Projects includes shared project management, which
means delegation of management responsibility and some extent of self organization.
The management may in many cases be non-hierarchical and participative with results
based assessment of progress.
Management of Collaborative Projects mainly refers to the management of projects
in networked and distributed environments. The processes are distributed with
participants and organizations in different locations, countries and cultures. The
management can be either central or collaborative. Figure 1 illustrates the
interpretations of the concepts.
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Fig. 1. Interpretations of “Collaborative Project Management”.

So far, the management of collaborative projects has mainly focused on monitoring
the progress of the activity and its performance. Based on the perceived
measurements, the management is assumed to take suitable measure for coordinating
the activities. Very little focus has been on the methods and tools to support the
decision making. However, the management of inter-organizational activities is a
complex task, which could be supported formally and systematically.
Also the management of inter-organizational activities has mainly been considered
as transactions at the interfaces between the participating organizations. The focus has
been on standardization of the information exchange in order to allow communication
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Interaction level

even between enterprise systems. Very little emphasis has been on the interactions
between people and business processes. However, the collaboration is performed by
people in the processes of their organizations.
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Fig. 2. Some dimensions of “Collaborative Project Management”.

In the Figure 2, the domain of collaborative management is illustrated from the
perspective of management and interaction levels. Collaboration among organizations
has in many cases focused on exchange of information between partners and the level
of interaction has been transaction based. Further enhancement of the collaboration
has resulted in system integration and solutions for interoperability between different
IT systems. To support management, approaches for progress measurement have also
been developed. However, the focus has been on monitoring the progress. This type
of solutions is shown in the Figure 2 as “transaction based integration”.
The active project management can be supported for coordinated actions over
company borders, if it is supported by efficient information collection systems from
the participating organizations, including monitoring of past events. In addition,
intelligent decision support systems can aid for the decision making by providing
proactive alarms on emerging or occurred problems. Also simulation based evaluation
of different possible management actions can be performed. Approaches and solutions
for this type of “supported active management” were developed and evaluated e.g. in
the ECOLEAD project [1, 6, 7, 8]. The solutions give real time monitoring, alarm and
decision support for the relevant stakeholders [9]. In these solutions, the focus has
been on the management aspects. Implicitly, there was the assumption of a manger
with the final responsibility for the task or delivery, even if the stakeholders have
access to relevant information about the status of the activities. In these cases, the
main management challenges are found to come from the temporary nature with
distribution of operations in independent but interdependent organizations with their
own aim, behavior and culture [10, 11].
Collaborative organization culture means community, which consists of
relationships between people. Values underlie organizational culture that drives
organizational towards knowledge sharing [12]. So far, monitoring and information
exchange have taken place as transactions mostly between intra-company systems
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within the supply chain. In order to enhance interaction and collaboration between
business processes and people, the focus needs to shift to also include understanding
and monitoring of more intangible assets, like communication, collaboration
performance and trust as indicated in the Figure 2 by the area for “collaboration
focused management”. This approach is seen as the next step for developing the
management of collaborative projects.
The right upper corner in the Figure 2 requires strong modeling efforts and
involvement of several different disciplines. This area also needs the understanding
and concepts to be developed in the suggested area of “collaboration focused
management”.
Management focusing on business processes and relationships has to be performed
through creating trust and a collaborative atmosphere, by considering risks and still
relying on incomplete information. In the Figure 3, the collaborative management is
illustrated. Management actions are introduced via the involved people, their
communication and collaboration abilities to impact together with their mutual trust
on the project performance in fulfilling the customers needs.
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Fig. 3. Collaboration management means supporting people in their collaborative activities.

In collaborative project management, decisions are made in a decentralized and
democratic manner. The intangible assets and collaboration ability are even more
emphasized. The coordination activities focus on the fulfillment of the customers
needs and they are shown in the work break down structure with schedules and
milestones. However, needed management interventions and actions aim either at
enhancement of collaboration performance or reallocation of tasks.
2.3 Intangible assets in collaborative project management
Trust. The mutual engagement in collaboration also implies mutual trust. According
to Grudzewski et al, trust is determined by the organizational culture, which is a
critical factor to support collaboration [13]. In order to build trust, we need socialized
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individualism, universalism in work processes and operational rules, equality,
scientific attitude to problem solving, law level of avoiding the uncertainty, clearness
of activities [13, 14]. Handy has defined some statements related to trust [15]:
• Trust is not blind.
• Trust needs boundaries, because unlimited trust is unrealistic
• Trust-based organizations are reengineering their work.
• Trust demands learning
• Trust needs bonding
• Trust needs touch.
In business activities, like common projects, the inter-organizational trust also
contains a rational dimension in addition to personal trust among people. Msanjila and
Afsarmanesh have classified the so called fact based trust into the following
categories [16]:
• Technological aspects
• Structural aspects
• Economical aspects contain the key counts of economical aspects for
creating trust among organizations
• Social aspects
• Managerial aspects
Trust is a critical factor for efficient and effective communication, collaboration
and knowledge creation, playing an important role in creating competitive advantage
and reducing governance costs. Trust also enables open communication, information
sharing, and conflict management [17].
Trust, including trust building, has become a major concern in the e-Business
environment. Trust is seen as the coordinating mechanism which binds relationship
together. It provides the necessary flexibility, lower transaction costs and reduces the
complexity of relationship [18]. Trust management covers the activities of creating
systems and methods. They allow relying parties to make assessments and decisions
regarding the dependability of potential transactions involving risk. They also allow
players and system owners to correctly represent their own reliability.
Leadership. Kouzes and Posner define leadership: “Leadership is ultimately about
creating a way for people to contribute to making something extraordinary happen“
[19]. They further describe the term, stressing that leadership can be learned.
Although there many definitions of leadership exist in the literature, most of them
emphasize the support of others in the accomplishment of common objectives.
Consequently, a main task of leadership is to define aims and to create a collaborative
and inspiring atmosphere. A decentralized management style is usually adopted. In
such an environment, culture means values, attitudes, and, understanding. A clear
understanding of roles, both management’s and employees’, is essential, so also the
organization of resources. The engagement of all participants is vital [12].
Monitoring the achievements and performance is an integrated part of collaborative
actions, also leadership. The basic for performance in collaborative activities is the
ability to forge relationships, the ability to communicate, and the ability for selfmotivation, i.e. networking. Mental models are internal elements, including beliefs,
reactions, and internal views. Also awareness of surrounding environment and the
own context are internal elements of performance management. The intention of the
organization and collaborative culture is to support and develop the performance,
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meaning enhancing the community, which consists of relationships between
individuals.
Leaders may have different styles. House and Podsakoff identified 10 different
leadership styles [20]. Although management and leadership sometimes are regarded
as synonyms, there have also been attempts to understand their differences [21]. One
could generalize that leadership focuses mainly on the activities and the processes,
when management focuses more on concrete performance measures. Naturally, both
approaches can lead to the wanted aims. In collaborative activities, like collaborative
project management, a leadership approach creating trust and a collaborating
atmosphere seams more preferable to a traditional management approach, which more
relies on the authority of the manager. The basic idea of leadership is team working
and customer orientation [12].

3 IT Support

3.1 Social media and project management
As described in chapter 2, project management is inevitably a social effort involving
all relevant actors. This social aspect has to be emphasized when considering
collaborative project management, where already the management itself is a social
effort. Social capable IT tools and software could support the project work and
management. In this chapter, some applications of social media are introduced and
their possible use for project management briefly elaborated.
The term Enterprise 2.0, originally introduced by Andrew P. McAfee [22], is
sometimes used to describe the collaborative nature of an enterprise, consisting of
both social and networked changes to the organization, as well as implementing social
software as enterprise tools. The software adaptation basically means the introduction
and implementation of Web 2.0 technologies within the enterprise; including rich
internet applications, providing software as a service, and using the web as a general
platform. McAfee introduces six fundamental components of Enterprise 2.0
technologies to describe the qualities of the paradigm, using the acronym SLATES
(search, links, authoring, tags, extensions, and signals).
Social networking capabilities can help organizations in capturing unstructured
tacit knowledge. The main challenge still remains on how to differentiate meaningful
and re-usable knowledge from the other content also captured in tools like blogs,
online communities, and wikis. As blogs and wikis are collaboration tools, they are
useful for sharing unstructured information associated with ad hoc or ongoing projects
and processes. They are not good for structured informational retrieval. Business
processes often rely on access to structured but distributed data and documents. Social
technologies can address such complexities, share and aggregate the information,
eventually enhancing enterprise-wide search. Employees often seek information,
which is held internally in a variety of formats and locations, including databases,
document management systems, and other repositories. Search ability is an integral
feature of social technologies [23].
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The unstructured information provided by social technologies is particularly useful
in business processes that are not strictly pre-defined, but where people work together
in an adaptive way to innovate solutions.
While introducing several positive outcomes in adapting Enterprise 2.0
technologies, McAfee also illustrates two major remaining threats. The workers may
not use the adapted technologies. The employees may use the system as intended, but
producing unintended outcomes.
For compact and lightweight projects, the concept of Agile Project Management
(APM) has been introduced. It has been developed from the needs of, and therefore
especially implemented in, software development projects.
Traditional project management involves very disciplined and deliberate planning
and control methods utilizing methodologies such as Waterfall and Capability
Maturity Model (CMM), which are well-suited for long-term projects, but may
actually slow down short-cycle projects. Today, business processes are more
complex, interconnected, interdependent, and interrelated than earlier. In complex
networks, they even reject the traditional organizational structures. The Agile Project
Management methodologies are expected to respond to the needs of an agile and
volatile business environment, being less complicated, iterative and incremental
processes where all project stakeholders actively work together.
The main characteristics of APM are that projects are conducted collaboratively, in
a small co-located team. The work is accomplished through a series of sessions, and
the documentation produced is minimized as the project team relies almost
exclusively on informal internal communication [24].
Developed for the software industry, the principles APM may not necessarily
always apply for other industries.
Project Management 2.0 (PM2.0), or Social Project Management, is an evolution
of project management practices and software built on Web 2.0 technologies and
applications. Such applications include blogs, wikis and other collaborative and social
software, and share characteristics like open APIs (Application Programming
Interface), service oriented design and the ability to upload data and media, the ability
to collaborate, share and communicate [25].
In the literature, PM2.0 is often associated with Agile Project Management or more
collaborative style of project management. While PM2.0 is more about the
collaborative tools, APM is more about lightweight project management practices –
together they are complementary, but will as such offer no great differences to
traditional project management.
Traditional project management places the manager in the centre of the project
work. The manager collects all the information from the team, processes it and
communicates to the upper management. It is hard to bring the project plan to life due
to the fact that all the information on the project is passing a single person – the
project manager [24].
The new generation of PM2.0 tools enables the creation of a collaborative space,
giving each team member access to the full information on the project. Project
progress is also visible to everyone on the team. The project manager has a visionary
role choosing the direction for the project development. The tasking and structures
evolve organically [25].
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People and businesses are supposed to accomplish more with PM2.0 than with
traditional project management tools. Insight and collaboration drive the project,
instead of the management system. In Table 1, a summary of the key differences
between Project Management 2.0 and traditional project management are given.
Table 1. Comparison of project management approaches

Traditional Project Management
Centralization of control
Top-down planning
Authoritarian, strictly controlled
environment
Implied
structure,
pre-defined
structure and tasks
Limited / restricted access to the plan
Local access to information, strict
user restrictions
Limited communications within team,
separate tools
Separate projects
Often complex tools
Rigidity of tools

Project Management 2.0
Decentralization of control
Bottom-up planning
Collaborative environment
Emergent structures, tasking
Organized / unlimited access to the plan
Universal access to information, very few
restrictions
Enhanced communications within team,
e.g. shared project e-mails, chats
Holistic approach, resource pools
Easy to use tools
Flexibility of tools

3.2 On-line presence
Widely viewed, virtual presence means being present via intermediate technologies,
usually radio, telephone, television, or the internet. In addition, it can denote apparent
physical appearance, such as voice, face, and body language. More narrowly, the term
has been considered to denote presence on World Wide Web locations. People who
browse a web site have been considered to be virtually present at web locations.
Recently, the term has developed further to mean more active presence in on-line
social networks, meaning true social presence. A good example has been the
emergence of businesses and state agencies in virtual worlds like Second Life.
3.3 Software Solutions for Project Management
Project management software is a term commonly used to cover software targeted to
aid the project managers in managing their projects. This type of software can include
functions for scheduling, budgeting, resource allocation, quality management,
communication and documentation, as well as for administration of projects.
Most of the traditional PM solutions have focused on scheduling (tasks, durations
and dependencies) and resource management (resources, availability, workload and
criticality), providing functions for both planning and follow-up, in some cases also
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for multi-project management. Often the enterprise software suites have the
functionalities for project management among their functions.
Two of the common commercial alternatives for project management software are
Microsoft Project and dotProject. For viable collaborative project management,
further innovations are needed. Such an innovative approach in developing support
for project managers is to include “Web 2.0” applications into collaborative Project
Management. This includes e.g. ability to
• Build on project partners distributed contribution to learning
• Collect rich user experience and shared intelligence
• Create and interact with content rather than just consume information

4. Applications and further development
Services for Collaborative Project Management have been studied e.g. in the COIN
project (http://www.coin-ip.eu/) and requirements for development have been
collected. The requirements definition is based on the analysis of the operations in
several industrial companies. One of them is a global market leader in the process
industry. The company provides engineering and project implementation services for
investment projects worldwide, maintenance engineering and local services to process
plants. According to the company outlook, future success in Europe will build on the
combination of two paradigms:
• Fully automated and IT supported engineering process
• Totally networked and efficient global operation
The fully automated and IT supported engineering process means extreme and
wide usage of emerging ICT technology resulting in radical breakthrough in
efficiency, automated operations in design and project implementation with efficient
tools and methods.
Totally networked and efficient global operations take full advantage of the
efficient usage of core competencies in networked organizations. The work is
distributed between the most competent and cost-efficient project partners. Agreed
and shared work processes and operational procedure support social and participative
project execution. To support the above mentioned paradigms, the following topics
are selected for further development:
• Shared working practices – Project Alignment
• Delegated and participatory project execution – Communication through
tasks
Project alignment is the process of ensuring that key stakeholders share a common
understanding of the project work processes, operational procedures, objectives and
plans. Alignment is not just a matter of agreement on certain project working habits,
norms and styles. The achievement of a good level of alignment often requires
participation in a learning process.
To build and increase the project alignment level, there is a need to analyze and
measure the working and experience level at the project partners. Based on the
alignment capabilities a suitable learning environment can be established.
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Consequently, the measurement of partner’s alignment status and an interactive
learning environment are the two building blocks in boosting project alignment.
The Participative Project Alignment Booster, with components to be implemented
as web-services and currently under development, will contain the following services:
• Participative definition of maturity model and best practices.
• Project specific work process and operating instructions.
• Identification of alignment training needs
• Project interactive e-learning space
The paradigm of totally networked and efficient global operation requires support
for delegated and participatory project execution – Communication through tasks.
The approach of totally networked and efficient global operation takes advantage of
efficient usage of the core competencies of networked organizations. Agreed and
shared operational procedure support social and participative project execution. The
basic underlying principle is that the work is broken down to a detailed task level. The
planning of tasks on the lowest level is accomplished by the person actually
performing the work. In that way, the defined task sizes, work content and duration
will be fully understandable and realistic estimations about their performance can be
done.
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